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Abstract

Ukiyo-e is one traditional woodblock type Japanese drawing. Since it is made by special print technique and using
Japanese paper which have very long fiber, Ukiyo-e show a beautiful appearance. In ancient age, the peerage
gathered together for watching the appearance of this drawing. In this paper, the color variation of Ukiyo-e is
investigated and is represented using a shading model which consider the reflection of the Japanese paper fiber.
At first, a set of photos are taken. Then, from these photos, the normal of surface and fiber direction are obtained.
Fitting the shading model parameters with the measured data, the appearance of Ukiyo-e can be rendered on a
real-time speed. Finally, some experimental results are given to demonstrate the effect of our method.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Viewing algorithms

1. Introduction

The origin of the Ukiyo-e is describing the life of Kyoto
in 16 century. After that, the techniques of making Ukiyo-
e were developed and a lot of works were made. To make
a work, the drawer, the engraver, and the printer need col-
laborating together. At first, the drawer draws the picture.
Then the engraver makes the woodcut based on the picture.
Finally, the printer put the pigment on the woodcut and the
Ukiyo-e is print out.For getting special effect, some tech-
niques were developed. The technique of the Karazuri and
the Kirazuri are introduced here. The Karazuri do not use
any pigment and put the woodblock on the paper strongly,
then the bump pattern are made. The Kirazuri use the mica
and gold to represent the background of the Ukiyo-e. Shown
as Figure 1, the pattern of the flower is made by the tech-
nique of the Karazuri and the background of the woman is
made by the technique of Kirazuri. As the result of these
print techniques, the color of the Ukiyo-e varies according
to the postion of the light source and the viewpoint.

Another special effect come from the fiber in Japanese pa-
per. The length of the fiber in the Japanese paper for Ukiyo-
e is 6.0-15.0 mm and is 7-8 times of that in general paper.
Figure 2 show the photomicrographs of the Ukiyo-e surface.
The fiber can be seen clearly in this photo. Even in the part
where look like fill with the particles of pigment, the shape

Figure 1: The photos of Ukiyo-e.

of the fibers can be seen clearly. Because the reflection of the
fibers is anisotropic, we need designing a anisotropic shad-
ing model to represent the effect of the fiber.

The drawing such as the paining and the watercolor
show a beatiful appearance. To represent the effect of
drawing, some rendering techniques such as the NPR (
Non-Photorealistic Rendering ) were developed in last two
decades. These studies mainly focused on simulating the pen
stroke and the distribution of pigment on the suface of pa-
per. On another hand, the scattering of light is important to
represent the appearance of the drawing also. The particle
of pigment and the fiber in paper can affect the scattering
of light and make a special effect on the surface of draw-
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Figure 2: The photomicrographs of the Ukiyo-e.

ing. In this paper, we measured the appearance of one type
ancient Japanese drawing named Ukiyo-e, and observed the
isotropic reflection come from the pigment particle and the
anisotropic reflection come from the fiber of Japanese paper.
Based on this observed result, we proposed a shading tech-
nique which can represent these two type reflection and can
render the appearance of the Ukiyo-e on real-time.

1.1. Previous work

As mentioned above, the NPR techniques mainly represent
the effect of drawing such as painting, sculpture, block print,
dyeing etc.. The effect of drawing can be made directly
by simulating the pen stroke ( [SWHS97] and [ZST∗99]).
Processing the 2D photos or the 3D geometric model is
other method to generate the effect of drawing ( [HRT04],
[KKY04]). These NPR techniques mainly simulate distribu-
tion of the pigment and represent the isotropic reflection of
the pigment. Some works have been done to present the ef-
fect of the Ukiyo-e also. Processing 2D photos ( [T.O07]) or
simulating the Ukiyo-e make process ( [MSJ02]) can make
the Ukiyo-e in virsual world. These works focus on simulat-
ing the isotropic color of the Ukiyo-e and doesn’t simulate
the light scattering on the Ukiyo-e. To our knowledge, we
are the first time to simulate the light scattering properties of
the Ukiyo-e.

Our works based on the measured data and is relate to pre-
vious works on measuring spatially varying BRDFs (Bidi-
rectional Reflectance Distribution Function) and BTF (Bidi-
rectional Texture Function). This measurement usually set
the light source and the camera on a hemisphere dome and
take a lot of photos ( [KGSJ99], [ACTP03], [MWAM05]).
Using the taken photos, the BRDF or the BTF can be con-
structed to render photorealistic scene. Our measurement is
similar to the [MWAM05], use high density samples to cap-
ture detail color variation on the surface of Ukiyo-e.

Because this measured data record the real color value of
light scattering, the rendering using measured data can make
the image with high reality. But the size of original measured
BRDF and BTF data is very large. To decrease the size of
data, two approaches are carried out. One approach is com-
pressing the data ( [MMS∗05], [VT04]). This approach can

decrease the size of original measured data. But it is still too
large to render on real time. Another approach is computing
the geometric parameters and reflection parameters from the
meatured data, then use these parameters to render the scene
( [ESKD97], [JDA05]). Our method belong to the second
approach. We propose a shading model based on the mea-
sured data and can render Ukiyo-e on a real-time speed. The
second approach need computing geometric parameter such
as the normal on the suface, some previous works about how
to obtain the geomentric paramenters will be introduced as
follow.

Constructing the geometric parameter such as the normal
on the surface from photo is carried out for a long term.
The principle of photometric stereo ( [Woo80]) can be used
to construct the geometric parameter and the BRDFs. The
normal of suface can be obtained by the color variation of
different photos or video ( [RTG97], [PF02], [RGG∗03]).
Comparing the reflection of examples such as ball to the re-
flection of the target object under same illumination condi-
tions, the geometric parameter of the target object can be
computed ( [HS03]). With the developing of the techniques
for scaning 3D geometric data by laser, it is possible to
improve the precision of the reflection parameters for the
high quality rendering by comparing with the scaning data
( [RBMT98], [LKG∗03]). For applying easily, the BRDF
and normal on surface can be obtained using small num-
ber of photos( [Geo03], [JDA05]). To decrease the errors of
measuring, we measure the data in high density and con-
struct the shading model to render the Ukiyo-e with high
reality.

The fibers in the Japanese paper are long and some
studies shown that the orientation of fiber is anisotropic(
[YTA∗06], [TYA06]). As the result of these fiber reflection,
the apearance of Ukiyo-e show anisotropic reflection. Some
anisotropic shading models have been proposed based on the
microfacet models and empirical models ( [MP00], [G.J92]).
These models assume that the reflection light is distribute on
a narrow field. For the fiber shading model, the strongst re-
flection direction is along with a cone around the direction
of the fiber ( [SHM∗03], [N.K06]). We develope this type
fiber shading model and fit this model to the measured data
in this paper.

The main idea of our work come from [JDA05] and
[MWAM05]. [JDA05] compute the normal on the surface of
the isotropic reflection materials. [MWAM05] mainly com-
pute the fiber direction in the wood and render the effect of
the fiber. The fibers in the Japanese paper are more complex
than the case of the wood. The direction of it near a random
distribution. The appearance of the Ukiyo-e blend two ef-
fect, one is the isotropic reflection come from the pigment,
another is the anisotropic reflection come from the fiber in
Japanese paper. Different to the [JDA05] and [MWAM05],
we blend these two reflection together, and fit these two
reflect models to the measured data. Because we combine
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two different shading model together, the errors between the
model and the measured data are decreased and high quality
rendering result can be obtained.

1.2. Overview

Figure 3 show the compute process of our approach. At first,
change the position of light source and camera and a lot of
photos are taken. Then the normal of surface and the direc-
tion of fiber are computed from these measured data. We
design two type shading models which can represent the
isotropic reflection of pigment and the anisotropic reflection
of fiber in Japanese paper. Based on the normal of surface
and the direction of fiber, the parameters of the shading mod-
els are computed. Finally, the appearance of Ukiyo-e are ren-
dered using the shading model we proposed in this paper.

Take photos of the Ukiyo-e

Compute surface normal

Compute fiber direction of the fiber

Fitting the shading model to the measured data

Render the results of Ukiyo-e

Figure 3: The compute process.

2. Measurment of Ukiyo-e

We use a system named OGM (Optical Gyro Measuring Ma-
chine) to take photos of Ukiyo-e. OGM is 4 axes measur-
ing machine which can put the light source and the camera
on any position of a hemisphere dome. Figure 4 show the
photo of OGM. For measuring the color variation on Ukiyo-
e, the camera is fixed on the position perpendicular to the
surface of Ukiyo-e. The position of light source is changed.
The record of the position in computer is a 2D array. For
correspondenting the 2D array and the position of lighting
source on the hemisphere dome, A uniform concentric map
( [SC97]) is used to set the position of light source. We use
a 37 by 37 grids to set the position of light. To advoid the
light source behind the arm of camera, the object table are
turned 180 degrees. Some marks are set around the Ukiyo-e
to calibrate the positon of the pixel of the image of Ukiyo-e.
To calibrate the light distribution on the surface, the photos
of a white paper are taken also. The technique of [JDA05]
is used to calibrate image. After calibrate the color and the
pixel position, the BRDFs of each pixel can be computed.

Figure 5 show the two type BRDFs. In the field where is
paper, a strong anisotropic reflection phenomennon can be

Camera Light source

Light source 
armCamera 

arm
Object 
stage

Figure 4: Optical gyro measuring machine (OGM).

observed. The highlight distribute along a line. In the field
where is pigment, the anisotropic reflection become weak.
The highlight centralize a point. These mean that we need to
construct two shading models and combine them together to
render the appearance of Ukiyo-e.

BRDF of pigment BRDF of fiber

Figure 5: BRDFs of different pixel on the Ukiyo-e image.

3. Shading model

From the measurment result, two type reflection phe-
nomenon are observed. One is isotropic reflection come
from the pigment, another is anisotropic reflection come
from the fiber in Japanese paper. Modeling these two type
phenomenon and fit it to the measured data will introduced
in this section.

3.1. Two type models

From the photomicrographs of Ukiyo-e, the distribution of
the pigment and the fiber can be observed clearly. Shown as
Figure 6 (a), the shape of fiber is approximated as a cylinder.
If the light that refract from air to fiber and back to air, the
inclination will maintain same. As the result, the light enter
the fiber as a line and become a cone surface when it leave
the fiber. The axis of the cone is the direction of the fiber.
If part of the paper surface is cove by some particles of pig-
ment, the light will be reflect to air by the pigment directly.
At this time, the light leave the surface of object is a line.
Use αrp represent the angle between the surface normal Np

and viewpoint vector V , then The effect of pigment Ip can
be expressed by next expression.

Ip = Idp + ksp •g(σ,αhp)/cos2(αrp) (1)
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Figure 6: Two type shading models of the Ukiyo-e.

Here,Idp is the diffusion reflection and ksp is specular
reflectance. g(σ,αhp) is a normalized Gaussian with zero
mean and standard deviation σ. This model can be used to
represent the effect of pigment on the surface of Ukiyo-e.

Simular to the shading model of the pigment, we can con-
struct the reflection model of the fiber. Shown as Figure 6
(b), the blue plane is the normal plane Γ perpendicular to the
fiber direction F . The angle between the light vector L and
the normal plane Γ is αi f . The anlge between the viewpoint
vector V and the normal plane Γ is αr f . If the viewpoint
near the surface of the cone, the reflection light is strong.
If viewpoint far from the surface of the cone, the reflection
light is weak. So we can construct the reflection model of the
fiber by developing the traditional reflection model such as
Torrance-Sparrow model. The main difference between the
fiber reflection model and the tranditional reflection model
is using the cone replace the vector of regular reflection. The
effect of the fiber I f can be represent by next expression.

I f = Id f + ks f •g(σ,αh f )/cos2(αr f ) (2)

Here, Id f is the diffusion reflection of fiber. ks f is the specu-
lar reflectance of fiber. g(σ,αh f ) is the normalized Gaussian
same as the above. αh f is the halfangle between the normal
plane Γ and the viewpoint vector V . Then combine these two
type effects of pigment and fiber, we can get final color of
Ukiyo-e as follow.

I = Idp •β+ Id f • (1−β) (3)

This expression mean that the final appearance of the Ukiyo-
e is the linear interpolation of the effect of pigment and the
effect of fiber. The next work is fitting this shading model
to the measured data and the decide the parameters of this
model on each pixels of the image.

3.2. Computing the geometry parameter

The Ukiyo-e is near to a plane. The geometry parameters in
here is the normal of micro geometric surface and the direc-
tion of fiber. Even the micro geometric surface can be ob-

tained by integration from the normal, but we need not con-
structing the micro geometric surface. Using the information
of the normal and the direction of fiber, we can render the
appearance of Ukiyo-e well.

The common of two type shading model is the normal N
in the middle of the strongst reflection R and the light vec-
tor L. The differnt between these two case is that the nor-
mal of the fiber is a normal plane perpendicular to the fiber
direction. As this reason, we can get the normal by com-
puting the strongest reflection direction. As enough density
data are capted by the OGM, it is ease to find the strongest
reflection direction R. Then the normal can be computed by
N = (L + R)/2. The left figer in Figure 7 show the image
of the surface normal. The value of RGB represent the XYZ
value of normal N. The bump image can be seen from this
image.(For print it clearly, the contrast is enlarged.)

The direction of the fiber F is the axis of the cone on
which the highlight can be seen. As the result, the highligh
of fiber reflection is a line on the hemisphere. Figer 6 (c)
show the relationship of the Normal Nf , highlight line H
and the fiber direction F . The F perpendicular to the plane
which is parallel to the N and the H. The H can be ob-
tained by computing the line of the highlight (H) using least
squares method. Then the direction of the fiber can be got
by F = N ×H. The right figer in Figure 7 show the image
of the fiber direction.The value of RGB represent the XYZ
value of the fiber direction F . Now we know the Normal N
and direction of fiber F . Fitting parameters of the model to
the neasured data will be introduced next.

3.3. Fitting the data

Fitting the model to the measured data is a nonlinear opti-
mization problem. This problem is to find parameters which
can let the value of ρ in next express is minimal.

ρ = ∑(I−Muv) (4)

Here, I is the theory value of the shading model introduced
above. Muv is the measured BDRF data by the OGM. u and
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v is the coordinates of the measured BRDF image. For get
the correct parameters of the shading model, the good ini-
tial estimate is important. The initial diffusion value is using
the mean value of the color. The initial parameter of Gaus-
sian is computed from measured data directly. The inital β
is 0.5. Then the parameters can be got by the steepest de-
scent method. Now, we have all the value of parameters of
the shading model. These values are stored as the texture,
and use these texture, the appearance of the Ukiyo-e can be
rendered.

4. Results

The Experiment is carried out based on the GPU (Graphics
Processing Unit) and can render the Ukiyo-e on real time.
The graph card is NVIDIA GeForce 6800 GS. And, this Ex-
periment is carried out using a Ukiyo-e which was made in
hundreds years ago.The research project of "Kyoto Art En-
tertainment Innovation Research" of Centre of Excellence
Program for the 21st Century is carried out by computer sci-
ence researchers and hummanbeing researchers. As this rea-
son, the experiment samples can be got easily. Two Ukiyo-e
belong to the Ritsumeikan University and one Ukiyo-e be-
long to the British Museum is used for experiment.

The normal got by our method can be used to render the
bump effect of the Ukiyo-e. To see the bump effect clearly,
the part of the ukiyo-e is used to reder. 11 show the rendering
result. The left image is the rendering result based on the
normal map. The right small image is the color map got by
the scaner. When print the Ukiyo-e, the woodblock is put on
the paper, the some part of surface is low and the other part
is high and the bump pattern are made. This bump effect can
be seen well from our rendering result.

We compare the case with the fiber effect and without
fiber effect also. Shown as Figure 9, the left one is the render-
ing resutl only using the normal of surface. The result looks
like the plastic more than the paper. The right one is the ren-
dering result using the normal of surface and the direction
of fiber together. There are some natural noise on the center
of the image and the hollow image become bright. The edge
of the Karazuri becomes soft according to the effecting of
the fiber in the paper and looks more like the paper than the
plastic.

Using the parameters got from the measured data, the ef-
fect of fiber for the Ukiyo-e which are not measured can be
generated also. 10 show the rendering result of a famous
Ukiyo-e preserved in the British Museum. The color map
is a photo of this Ukiyo-e. To construct the fiber map, the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to analysis the ori-
entation of fiber in the Japanese paper same as [YTA∗06]
and [TYA06]. Then the fiber lines are set according to the
anisotropic orientation of the fiber. Shown as the 10, the left
image is the constructed fiber map. The value of the RGB
represent the value of fiber direction vector. The right image

is the rendering result. The pattern like noise on the face of
person is the fiber reflection effect. This experiment show
our method can be used to render the reality Ukiyo-e from
one picture.

The image shown in Figure 11 is the rendering result us-
ing the shading model proposed in this paper. When the
viewpoint is changed, the color of the surface is different
also. The bump pattern of flower and snow made by Karazuri
and the effect of the golden particle are visible and invisible
according to the position of light source. This result is simi-
lar to the phenomenon that occurs on the real Ukiyo-e.

All parameters of the model is stored by the texture, the
size is about 1/100 of the original BRDFs data. Using the
GPU rendering technique, the rendering can carried out at a
speed of real-time. Because our method is based real mea-
sured data, we can get rendering result with high reality.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a technique for rendering of ancient Japanese
drawing named Ukiyo-e is proposed. It is first time to mea-
sure the reflection property of the Ukiyo-e materials and
rendering the appearance of it consider of the fiber effect
in the Japanese paper. Our methode can fit real data well
because the isotropic reflection and anisotropic reflection is
combined together. This technique can also be used for ren-
dering other similar objects such as the cloth. In the future,
new techniques for modelling the detail of the fiber in the
Japanese paper from images need to be developed. We also
plan develope a VR system which permit person watch the
Ukiyo-e in hand and can feel the touch feeling of the Ukiyo-
e at same time.
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